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About This Document 

Purpose 

This document provides a brief overview of the changes made between V1.52 and V1.52.1 of GoTechnology hub2.  

Fixed Issues 

The following issues have been fixed in version 1.52.1 of hub2: 

Case Title [sic] Details 

133458 Skyline colours incorrect In the Preservation Skyline when DOTX templates were in use, the boxes 

did not turn blue to indicate completion once the final sign off had been 

made. Instead, they remained orange. This has now been corrected so 

that the boxes will be displayed in blue. 

134267 Incorrect error message when 

importing a completed Tag ITR 

A generic error message was being displayed when attempting to import 

a Tag ITR that had already been signed off and was therefore locked. This 

has been corrected so that the import now proceeds, and the results file 

is generated with details. 

134413 Level D admin pages inaccessible Level D admin pages were inaccessible unless the user was in the level 

structure that the Level D belonged to. This has been changed to allow 

admin users to freely access Level D pages, regardless of which part of 

the level structure they are currently in. 

134425 

134369 

Tag ITR import error Imports that included adding a new Tag ITR that used a DOTX template 

and that already had sign offs completed were failing with a generic error 

message. This has been corrected. 

134669 Issue saving DOTX based Tag ITRs After the initial sign off was made on a Tag ITR that used DOTX 

templates, further edits were not being saved correctly. This issue only 

applied if the DOTX template file did not contain any bookmarks. It has 

now been corrected. 

 

Features 

In the 1.52 Release, we implemented a change that presented Task Tables in Digital Documents on a separate page. The goal 

was to optimise screen space and improve performance. However, it has become clear that this modification negatively 

impacted user workflow.  

User input is a vital part of our software development process, and we take such feedback seriously. As a result, we have 

removed this feature change in 1.52.1 so that all digital document task completion is once more available on a single page. 


